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A room bathed in crimson red blood, the air choked with the smell of iron, and a shattered skull atop

a dead adventurers corpse... Thanks to Aiz and crew, the tumultuous events of Monsterphilia ended

without incident, and they were finally able to relax-but only for a moment. Soon, they find

themselves embroiled in a suspicious case of murder. As they begin to investigate, the ladies soon

realize that they're getting involved with a killer that's more horrifying than they thought.  "What, is

this...?" In the midst of all this, they find a mysterious jewel that may connect to everything else.

These events taking place above and below the surface will rock Orario to its core as the darkness

lurking in the city bursts forth!
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Fujino Omori is the author of the hilarious fantasy light novel series, Is it Wrong to Try to Pick Up

Girls in a Dungeon?

Great book but cheap printing. I don't know why Yen On is slacking on the printing of the cover.

Every other book series has a nice shinny gloss finish. However this series is a matt finished. It's

like they just skipped the gloss phase in printing to save money yet this book is more expensive

than others. It pics up dirt and finger prints to easily.The story is very fun to read. This is a spin off

from the main series. It focuses on Aiz and the Loki familia. It follows along the same time frame of

the main series. So everything that was going on with Bell, this will be told from Aiz's point of view.



Great read but the printing quality is very lacking.

Loved it and have no problems and can't wait to read it! I'd recommend this manga to any

anime/manga lover!

all the light novels in this world are MUST READS! Fujino Omori is awesome, if you haven't tried

this series of books and the originals this is a spin off of, what are you waiting for?!

Of the light novels that Yen Press has gotten this one is my favorite. To me it is what it would be like

if you lived inside an RPG.If you've read the first novel expect about the same in this volume. Their

really isn't any character development in this volume, instead the introduction of new characters and

more worldbuilding is prioritized. My favorite thing about this series so far is the world that the story

takes place in. It very much feels like the hub area of an RPG. In this volume you get to see how

some into how item crafting and vending work, and it's really cool. You also get to see some new

stuff in the dungeon area.The only drawbacks I have to this series so far is the lack of character

development and the predictable storyline.

Very much fits to the original story line.

Wonderful series

Great story

Having seen the anime and read the manga, I just had to read the original material. Light novels are

aimed at teens of course, so I wasn't expecting something as involved as The Lord of the Rings or

even the Belgariad. For me, this was a quick read, but a good read. While the story isn't the most

original, I like the fairly original idea of watching the D&D like characters in their everyday lives,

going to 'work' - which is a dungeon crawl. Even though I already know the general direction the

story is headed from watching the anime, I want to know all the little details that have been left out. I

like the story and the characters, I like the pacing and I'm looking forward to the next volume,
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